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Abstract

We will consider a class of nonlinear beam equation and we will prove the existence and decay weak
solution
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1 Introduction

In this paper we will consider the abstract problem associated with the nonlinear beam equation.

K’stt + Aa’s + M(IIA1/2"S I=)A’s + ,st 0 (1.1)

u(0) uo, Kut(O) Ku

Where A is a selfadjoint positive definide operator in a Hilbert space /with.domain D(A) dense in 7-/and

the embedding of D(Ar) into D(As) is compact for r > s _> 0. We will denote by (.,-) and I1" II the inner

product and the norm of 7-/respectively. In Pereira [3] the author proves that there exists a weak solution

u for equation (1.1) satisfying

u e L([O,T],D(A)) Kut
_
L([0,T],/)n L2([0,T],:H)

in the sence
d
-(Kut, w)+ (Au, Aw)+ M(IIAull) + (ut, w) o ,n D’(IR+)

when the following hypothese holds

(i) M()>-, ’>0, and 0<<A1; A, is the first eigenvalue of A

(ii) K is a simetric bounded operator in 7 such that (Kw, w) >_ 0 Vw 7-l,

and in order to obtain the exponential decay, the author considers the aditional assumption on K

(iii)(Kw, w)>_ cllwllVw e ,
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where > O. In ths paper wo xll prove that the Ioter I)ond -. in tetn (i) does not depend on the

expectral properties of the operaor .4. l’hat i the ex)t olt)on for equation (1.1) when

.!() >_ -.. for o,y .f,’,d . E 11

and hypothegeg () holdg, moreover, thig oluton satisfies

(1.3)

l"inally we prove that the energy associated to system (1. has exponential decay when (i) and (i) holds,

that is, hypotheses (iii)is not necessary.

2 Existence results

In order to obtain the existence result we will use the Galerkin method and to show the exponentially

decay of the energy, we will reasoning as in Zuua [4]. Let us denote by u,, and A, the sequence of

eigenvector and eigenvalues of A and by i the space generated by the first m eigenvector of A. Then by

Carateodory’s theorem there exist a maximal local solution wm. defined in [0, Tm,] satisfying for any w in

Vm the following me-system:

Umc(O) UOm tUO; U(O)-- Ulm Pmu,

where

Since u0 and Ul are functions of D(A) and , the corresponding sequences Uom, Um converge strongly in

D(A) and respectively.

Theorem 2.1 t us supse that (i) and (1.2) holds, then for any Uo n D(A) and u in , the exists

a weak solution for system (1.1) satisfying (1.3).

ProoL- Ting w u in the apromates me-system we have

d ud {II(K + ,z) II + (llAum’ll) + IIAu’II} + tluY’ll 0 (2.1)

tegration from 0 to < Tm using (1.2)and identity llAu’ll 2(Au,u) we have

II(K + ez)uPll + IlAull + 2 Ilu?ll dr Cm + llAu0ml + llAum(r)ll= dr

By Gronwall’s inequality we conclude that

(=’,=?’) o=aa i L([O,],D(A))x Lo([0,+[, V, > 0aw > 0.

Then so is

IIP {I(K + ,I)ut’}l + Ilau?’tl
in L2(O,T;V), (by a constant which we will denote in the same way) and a function u satisfying

A u A u strongly ,n C(O, T; V)

P {(K + ,1)u’} P {Ku?} strongly n C(0, T; V)

u’--, u’ weak ,n L2(0. T; V,)
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Moreover 1. satisfies the following m-approximated system

Taking w- u’ in the above equation we have

d

and using the same above reasoning we conclude ha

, ,s bounded ,n L([0, T],) (2.3)

u , bounded , L([O,T],D(A)) (2.4)

By Lions-Aubin theorem, there ests a subsequence (which we still denoting on the same way) and a

function satisfying

morver we can obtain other subsequence for which we have

IIA’(,)II IIA(,)II . e. [0,T]

From Lebesgues’s dominated convergence Threm follows hat M(IIA{,(,)II2) defines a Cauchy’s se-

quence in L2(0, T), then for any > 0 there ests a positive number N such that for m, p N we

have

ff 2) (*)12) (2.)Ig(llAuX(a)ll M(IIAu. d

Putting U u u, with m > p and g 0 for p < m, follows that

(KU.(,), ) + (AU(), ,) + (U,(,), )

{M(IIAuII2) M(IIA%II2)}(Au(),m)+ M(IIAuvlI2)(AU(),w)
Taking w U, and applying (2.3) and (2.4) we have

{IIKU,I + IIAUII} + IIU,d

C(llA=(t)ll2) g(llAu,(t)ll2)) +CIIAU(t)II

Integrating the lt expression from 0, o by (2.5) and GronwMl’s inequality we conclude that , u
and Ku are Cauchy’s sequences. Then we have that

sto= C(0,;(A))

K Kt stron91 in C(0, T;)

For y T > 0. By standard mehods we can proof hat is a we solution of system (1.1) (s [1]) and

the proof is now complete.

Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2.2 Wtth the hypothrs. () and () we have

1l/,,1/2ut(t)ll + IIAu(t)ll <_ Cr-"’

Proof.- Denoting by

m(t)- IIt,{u’l + :(llA1/2u,,,ll + iIAu,,ll 2.

From (2.2) we have

d(t) -211"11
Taking w u in the aproximated m-system we conclude that

d u,,, ud(Ku.u)=-IIAumll-M(llA}umll=)llA}ll= (u,, )+(hut

By hypothesis (i) there exists > 0 (5 < 1) such that < -. Using (u, ut) IAull + c()llull
and taking c0 (1 ) we obtain from (2.6) and the last identity that

d
{E(t) + (1u, )) g - (llull + IIAII 2) (2.)d

for satisfying 2- {IIKII + C()} e, where by IIKII we are denoting the norm of the operator K. On

the other hand we have that

E(t) + (Kur, u) g C (llu + IIull). (2.8)

Multiplying inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) by C and e respectively and adding the inequalities result we

hve
d
{E=(0 + ,(KuF, =)} + C {() +, (Ku, u=)} 0.

c and inteating from 0 to we getMultiplying by e for 7

E=() + (Kuy, u) E=(O) + (Kuo, Uo).

Since

{E(t) + (K,)) {llKull + IIull)
for such that 1- c(&)e > &, then we have

IIK(t)ll + IIA(t)ll {E(0)+ (K,,o)) -Finally from the ufory convergence of u the result follows.

Q.E.D.
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